Introduction: The Replication Crisis {#section1-1177390118757462}
====================================

More and more evidence is presented^[@bibr1-1177390118757462],[@bibr2-1177390118757462]^ that a large fraction of the research money is wasted every year (about 85% of the worldwide research investment, which is equivalent to US\$200 billion in 2010) due to "poor science"^[@bibr3-1177390118757462]^ and the use of substandard reagents.^[@bibr4-1177390118757462][@bibr5-1177390118757462][@bibr6-1177390118757462]--[@bibr7-1177390118757462]^ Several eye-opening studies^[@bibr8-1177390118757462],[@bibr9-1177390118757462]^ have been published in this context, which are highly recommended for any active scientist, funding agency, and publisher. These issues should not be reiterated here. The discussion is also conducted under the term "replication crisis" because the most critical point of the issue seems to be the lack of reproducibility of a huge number of "high-impact" studies, which raises the question, whether these papers can be considered to be a contribution to science at all.

The quality of diagnostic and research antibodies^[@bibr10-1177390118757462][@bibr11-1177390118757462][@bibr12-1177390118757462][@bibr13-1177390118757462][@bibr14-1177390118757462][@bibr15-1177390118757462][@bibr16-1177390118757462]-[@bibr17-1177390118757462]^ seems to be an extremely difficult and persisting problem. In between, several activities have been started to improve the situation and some very useful suggestions have been made and published.^[@bibr18-1177390118757462][@bibr19-1177390118757462][@bibr20-1177390118757462][@bibr21-1177390118757462][@bibr22-1177390118757462][@bibr23-1177390118757462][@bibr24-1177390118757462][@bibr25-1177390118757462][@bibr26-1177390118757462][@bibr27-1177390118757462][@bibr28-1177390118757462][@bibr29-1177390118757462][@bibr30-1177390118757462][@bibr31-1177390118757462][@bibr32-1177390118757462][@bibr33-1177390118757462][@bibr34-1177390118757462]--[@bibr35-1177390118757462]^ In addition, many companies have discovered the issue and offer reagents with enhanced validation features. Also, some journals already toughened their editorial policies.^[@bibr36-1177390118757462]^ Unfortunately, these measures did not resolve the issue, yet. One reason for this noncompliance might be caused by the complexity of many of these documents or regulations, which are for the expert or insider only and too confusing to be directly applied from the average bioanalytical user or referee. Therefore, a *validation gap* seems to exist between the core of the community and the novices or occasional antibody users. This series of 10 rules should facilitate to check quickly the level of validation of an antibody protocol and to make a simple risk assessment, to avoid catastrophic quality issues, which might jeopardize a project or damage the reputation of the researchers involved. In addition, these rules might be a basis for referees of scientific journals to check quickly whether a sufficient antibody validation level has been presented to support a scientific publication.

Some General Thoughts {#section2-1177390118757462}
=====================

One of the general weak points in many papers or reports is the lack of experimental detail. In more than 50% (!) of all respective publications, the used antibody cannot be identified at all. From my point of view, these papers should be nullified---in other words, withdrawn. Decades ago, when printed pages were expensive, a concise protocol might have had some justification. However, in our digital times, there is no reason at all to omit any information, which might be helpful to replicate the work. A fundamental reorientation of evaluation workflows and assessment rules is necessary.

Furthermore, it seems to be counterproductive to focus mainly on "novelty" or even "public attention" in most journals by the progressive negligence of quality and validation. Careful replication, characterization, or optimization of any technology or other work has such a low appreciation that it is nearly impossible to publish it in any scientific journal. Implicitly derogatory or dissuasive statements can be found in most "Guidelines for Referees." As long as the technical quality of a scientific work is not sufficiently acknowledged as a value on its own, the situation might not improve considerably. However, these 10 rules might be seen as completely superfluous, if traditional, and perhaps self-evident scientific principles (the "scientific method") would be respected.

Validation in General and in the Antibody Context {#section3-1177390118757462}
=================================================

The term "validation" is used in different fields and many, sometimes conflicting, definitions exist.^[@bibr37-1177390118757462],[@bibr38-1177390118757462]^ For immunoassay or ligand-binding assay validation, more specific recommendations have been published.^[@bibr39-1177390118757462][@bibr40-1177390118757462][@bibr41-1177390118757462]--[@bibr42-1177390118757462]^ To keep it simple, in this article, validation should be understood only in the specific area of diagnostic or analytical antibodies. It can be defined as follows: *Validation is the experimental proof and documentation that a specific antibody is suitable for an intended application or purpose*. Hence, it refers to a (bio)chemical compound in connection with a protocol or process. As many of the following rules might be unclear or superfluous for the nonexperienced antibody user, some additional explanations have been added in the "Why" notes, to illustrate, what might happen, when the rule is violated or ignored.

The 10 Rules {#section4-1177390118757462}
============

Rule \#1: Definition of the antibody[\*](#fn1-1177390118757462){ref-type="fn"} {#section5-1177390118757462}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The binding molecule, most often an antibody, needs to be identifiable in an unambiguous way. For this purpose, a clone number, commercial product number, antibody ID, or equivalent is suitable (<https://scicrunch.org/resources>). An even better definition is the structure of the antibody, mainly defined by the amino acid sequence. In addition, it should be explicitly noted, whether the binder is a polyclonal or a monoclonal antibody. In the case of a polyclonal serum, a clone number or sequence is not available. At least the species (eg, rabbit) and a batch number or sampling day should be given to differentiate several serum lots.

*Why*: If this information is not given, the work cannot be reproduced and hence cannot be regarded as a scientific study. Sometimes the replication of experiments even fails in the same research group.

Rule \#2: Definition of the target[\*](#fn1-1177390118757462){ref-type="fn"} {#section6-1177390118757462}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Probably, the most important property of an antibody is its ability to bind selectively to another molecule, termed antigen, which is the analyte in most cases. The antigen needs to be defined as exact as possible, not only as a vague group of related compounds if this group selectivity is not explicitly wanted. In the case of haptens (small molecules), the immunogen structure should be given as a chemical formula including the linker and the orientation of the hapten. In the case of larger molecules, such as proteins, the epitope (targeted area) should be given as precise as possible. In the case of histochemical targets, a corresponding gene or sometimes only a cell type, tissue or organ is defined as the target. In addition, it is very important, whether the target protein is in the native form or denatured or even chemically modified, as in the case of formaldehyde-treated samples. A chemical structure definition should be preferred, if possible.

*Why*: If the target is not defined properly, it cannot be decided, whether the binder is selective enough or not. Confusion is often caused if comparisons with other, sometimes nonimmunochemical, methods are performed and a correlation cannot be established. A poor specification of the target analyte is the most frequent reason for the complete failure of an immunoassay, eg, if the analyte is a native protein in serum and the antibody is targeted against a completely denatured form, which is typical for Western blots. Also, homology problems can only be accounted for, if the epitope is well defined.

Rule \#3: Binding selectivity ("crossreactivity")[\*](#fn1-1177390118757462){ref-type="fn"} {#section7-1177390118757462}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Crossreactivity (CR) is a relatively complex property and is often misinterpreted. Many researchers implicitly use a definition attributed to Abraham, often without the knowledge of his papers,^[@bibr43-1177390118757462],[@bibr44-1177390118757462]^ in which the ratio of two 50% inhibition concentrations has been used. Considering that the IC~50~ value is related to the affinity constant of an antibody/antigen complex, the CR according to Abraham can be interpreted as a relative affinity constant if the CR is calculated on a molar basis. In this context, it may be interesting to know that a CR can be calculated on a molar, volume, or weight basis, from which the latter is by far the most frequently used one. If the concentrations of structurally related compounds in a representative sample are known approximately, CR data are very useful to estimate the probability of the respective interference. However, there are quite a few obstacles to use CR data in a quantitative way: Often researchers are not aware that CRs are not clearly defined in mixtures of related compounds and in the case of nonparallel calibration curves. Crossreactivities are not directly comparable in other---even slightly different---assay formats. Often it is assumed that monoclonal antibodies display fewer CRs than polyclonal ones, which is not true in many cases. In addition, many analytical chemists not very familiar with immunochemistry assume that CRs are a unique characteristic of immunoassays, which proves their unreliable behavior. However, nearly equivalent properties exist in nearly all analytical fields under different designations, such as "response factor," "calibration factor," "ionization efficiency," "molar absorptivity," "quantum yield," and many more. Also important is the fact that a reference substance (CR = 100%) can be chosen arbitrarily and does not need to be the substance of the highest CR or affinity. Hence, CRs \>100% can occur sometimes and are not an indication of any specific issue. In the context of antibody validation, it is important that all relevant substances should have been tested for CR. Relevancy should be assessed in the context of the samples to be measured: Which crossreactants have to be expected in which concentrations? Sometimes unknown crossreactants may be present in samples. This can be evaluated, eg, with a hyphenation of a separation technique with an immunoassay.^[@bibr45-1177390118757462],[@bibr46-1177390118757462]^ Unexpected peaks can be examined in more detail by high-resolution mass spectrometry to uncover the unknown crossreactant. This approach has a big advantage in relation to the "substance group" approach: even structurally nonrelated crossreactants can be discovered. Another interesting approach is the use of immunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry.

*Why*: The more CR data are available for an antibody or immunoassay, the better you can evaluate the usability in a specific application context. In general, a higher number of CR data are a good indication of a carefully characterized antibody. If no CR data are given or only CR~Analyte~ = 100% is given, the antibody was not validated at all. It should be regarded as an experimental reagent. Any validation is then left to the user.

Rule \#4: Concentrations of antibodies and additives[\*](#fn1-1177390118757462){ref-type="fn"} {#section8-1177390118757462}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Antibody concentrations are relatively difficult to determine, eg, by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). As a substitute, many companies determine either a protein concentration with a nonselective method, such as UV at 280 nm, Bradford assay, bicinchoninic acid, or amino acid analysis^[@bibr47-1177390118757462]^ (comprising impurities such as albumin and nonrelated immunoglobulin G \[IgG\]), or an IgG concentration which is determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), which still may include some nonrelated IgG. The fraction of selective but inactive antibody is nearly always unknown. In addition, any inherent heterogeneity of the preparations, such as of posttranslational modifications (eg, glycosylations) and the presence of isoforms and aging products (eg, methionine oxidation), is rarely examined. Hence, it has to be concluded that the "antibody concentration" given on a product label is only a preliminary estimate for assay optimization. The concentration of selective and active antibody might be much lower. Perhaps, one of the most confusing declarations is the specification "affinity purified." In most cases, it means only purification by protein A or G, which binds selectively to IgG. A real affinity purification against the antigen is rarely performed and should be stated accordingly. Furthermore, it has to be considered that stabilizing additives might have been put deliberately into the reagent. Particularly, bovine serum albumin and buffer salts, such as Tris, are of relevance. These amino-containing substances might complicate the conjugation or labeling of antibodies. In a protocol, it should be exactly defined which kind of concentration determination has been performed and which additives/stabilizers are present in the product.

*Why*: For most practical uses, an optimal concentration of an antibody needs to be applied. Low concentrations lead to weak signals and high concentrations to nonspecific interactions. Hence, the concentration of active antibody in the reagent preparation should be known. Any wrong information about antibody concentration might make the development or optimization of the much more difficult and laborious. Unknown additives and buffers can prevent conjugation reactions completely.

Rule \#5: Documentation[\*](#fn1-1177390118757462){ref-type="fn"} {#section9-1177390118757462}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

All information on the aspects mentioned above should be documented properly in a data sheet. Leaflets, which are nearly empty and only contain the name of the reagent and the order number, are a strong indication of poor antibody validation. Such antibodies may be useful in a context, where the screening of a binder is a major task. However, when a reliable reagent is needed, such products should be avoided.

*Why*: Reagents without proper documentation might lead to a waste of time and money. Sometimes it is better to develop your own, well-documented antibody, as to mess around with a product, from which nearly nothing is known and finally will be found as unsuitable.

Rule \#6: Binding strength of antibody/antigen complex {#section10-1177390118757462}
------------------------------------------------------

A very insightful information is the "binding strength" of the antibody/antigen complex, generally termed "affinity constant" or "binding constant," which is usually defined and calculated based on the law of mass action. This constant can be determined or estimated by SPR,^[@bibr48-1177390118757462]^ ELISA,^[@bibr49-1177390118757462],[@bibr50-1177390118757462]^ equilibrium dialysis, or many other methods. It has to be considered that IgG molecules possess 2 binding sites and hence can bind bivalently. These multivalent complexes show a much higher "apparent affinity," termed avidity. Depending on the application, either the "true" monovalent affinity constant or the avidity may be more relevant.

*Why*: There is a huge difference between a weakly binding and a high-affinity antibody. In competitive immunoassays, the affinity constant is defining the sensitivity (detection limit) of the assay, which may be crucial for the respective application. In addition, low-affinity antibodies often lead to weak signals, nonspecific background, and high costs due to the high concentrations needed for the assays. High-affinity antibodies are "no-trouble reagents" in many experiments and should be preferred for nearly all applications.

Rule \#7: Influence of nontarget substances ("matrix effect") {#section11-1177390118757462}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The same definition of Abraham can also be applied to matrix components such as salts, humic acids, preservatives, solvents, and other additives.^[@bibr51-1177390118757462]^ The major difference is the more or less nonspecific mode of action and hence the usually much higher concentrations which are relevant. Unfortunately, this approach is rarely applied yet, but can be very useful to examine the robustness of an immunochemical reagent.

*Why*: Antibodies, which are very sensitive to matrix compounds, lead to very unstable assays and usually are not fit for a practical application. Early tests of this kind are highly recommended.

Rule \#8: Stabilization and storage {#section12-1177390118757462}
-----------------------------------

Unfortunately, antibodies can be capricious reagents and need individual care. Therefore, not all stabilization and storage protocols are applicable to all antibodies. Validation of stability under specified conditions is very helpful if an antibody should be used for a longer time.

*Why*: Considering the high cost of many antibody reagents, poor stability can lead to a significant financial burden and frustration. Information about the storage conditions of a specific (!) antibody is a good indication of professional product development and quality control.

Rule \#9: Application protocols {#section13-1177390118757462}
-------------------------------

Application sheets are useful sources of information for the applicability of an antibody in a specific field. This increases the chance of a successful implementation of an immunoassay considerably. In addition, the number of available application protocols is a good documentation of practical validation efforts. One of the most important information which can be taken from application sheets is whether the antibody has been applied in the intended sample matrix such as serum, urine, or surface water.

*Why*: Lacking application protocols should alert the prospective user. Often, not a single successful assay was established, yet.

Rule \#10: User feedback ("Open Science") {#section14-1177390118757462}
-----------------------------------------

Very good additions to application protocols are ratings and comments from users, who already purchased the antibody and used it in their specific applications. The direct and unlimited exchange of user data and experience is a good example of "Open Science," which is an extremely powerful approach to accelerate and improve scientific progress. Some novel platforms seem to emerge (eg, <https://www.antibodypedia.com>; <http://pabmabs.com/wordpress/>; <https://antibodyplus.com/customer-reviews/>; <https://www.antybuddy.com/>). Antibodies, which have been applied successfully in plenty of projects, are much more likely to work in a similar prospective experiment. Companies also should disclose the number of samples of a specific antibody sold already. They also should refrain from deleting critical reports.

*Why*: If there are several (positive) feedback reports available, the antibody seems to have gained some acceptance in the community. Companies being afraid of user feedback may have an insufficient quality control system. Potential clients should acknowledge transparency ("No information, no purchase").

Conclusions and Recommendations {#section15-1177390118757462}
===============================

In this article, 10 fundamental rules are defined, which can be the basis of the assessment of antibody validation. To make it as easy as possible, particularly for the less experienced antibody user, a 1-page form has been developed (see [Supplementary Materials](http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/suppl/10.1177/1177390118757462)) as a checklist to evaluate the validation level of any commercial antibody. If one or more of 5 mandatory rules (marked with a [\*](#fn1-1177390118757462){ref-type="fn"}) are not met, the use of the respective antibody or binding reagent is discouraged for any scientific work without additional validation effort. In this article, specific analytical methods for antibody characterization are only given as examples; hence, validation is very application dependent. In addition, the development of novel methods for antibody evaluation is progressing fast. Many new methods are emerging from the field of therapeutic antibodies, which now gained a huge commercial significance. The checklist should improve the basic quality level of diagnostic or more general analytic antibody use. Project proposals, manuscript submissions, interim, or final reports containing work with analytical antibodies, all may be assessed according to these rules. However, it should be clear that this list is only a first step for more elaborated and more specific assessment protocols. Nevertheless, any attempt to weaken these basic rules would protract the "replication crisis" for an unforeseeable time and lead to more poor science and unacceptable waste of resources.
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A rule which is obligatory for basic antibody validation.
